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If you want to survive New York City sidewalks, remember one thing: You need to move. 
 
If you find yourself walking down a busy street and have forgotten this advice, don’t worry. 
Surely someone will be kind enough to remind you. 
 
Nudges and shoulder vs. shoulder contact are common tactics. And there are the verbal cues 
you’ll hear with some regularity. But if you’re in need of a crash course in walking like a New 
Yorker, there’s no better classroom than rush hour Times Square. 
 
The trick is to move out of the way of everyone you find. Think of it like the classic ‘80s 
video game Frogger. Instead of avoiding cars, however, it’s tired commuters and awestruck 
tourists in your way. 
 
You’ll find the late-20s likely-banker trying to make his way to the Morgan Stanley building 
on 48th and Broadway. With a company emblazoned vest keeping him warm this early 
November morning, headphones on and looking down to avoid any direct eye contact, he 
delivers the standard and physical brush-past-with-purpose. 
 
There is the suit-clad young woman moving toward the Skadden Arps building on 42nd 
Street. “Excuse me,” she says as she weaves in and out of the stationary figures blocking her 
path and hopping over the puddles left over from the morning’s rainfall. 
 
And then there’s that person who is probably just having a rough morning. The best you’re 
getting from him is a blunt “Move!” 
 
It’s not because New Yorkers are mean. “We’re just busy,” David Sabshon, 25, said as he 
defended his native people. “New Yorkers walk with a purpose. We’re destination 
orientated.” 
 
In a city with almost 8.5 million residents and around 50 million tourists annually, according 
to NYC & Company, the local government has yet to find a way for everyone to coexist 
peacefully and politely on the city sidewalks. 
 
But perhaps a solution is not far off. Liverpool, England, introduced the first ever fast-
walking lanes in its city center last week. The city used only painted lines to create separated 
paths that opened to the public after a recent survey showed “slow walkers” are a chief 
annoyance among shoppers. 
 
This comes as a surprise to no one who has ever been inside a mall, in a city during the 
holiday season or walked down Fifth Avenue during daylight hours. 
 
But quelling annoyance isn’t the only incentive for bringing dedicated fast and slow-walking 
lanes to New York City. Over 1,500 pedestrians in the United States sought emergency 
room treatment in 2010 for injuries stemming from cellphone usage while walking, 
according to a study by the Ohio State University. 



 
Locals and tourists alike said they were interested in seeing the introduction of these new 
divided paths in Manhattan. 
 
“I feel like we keep bumping into people!” said Juan Trujillo, 29, who just arrived in the city 
for a vacation with his girlfriend, Vanessa Medina, 30. 
 
“We’re tourists,” she noted, “but we’re trying to powerwalk everywhere so we can fit it all in. 
It would be great to avoid the foot traffic that gets in the way.” 
 
The congestion is commonplace in this city. With sidewalks only so wide, it’s easy to find 
yourself stuck between teenagers traveling four-wide and a tour group moving as an 
amorphous blob. In those instances, even the kindest among us have to refrain from 
broadcasting our inner monologue of “you need move out of the way!” before electing the 
street as an easier alternative. 
 
Though her interest was piqued by the idea, lifelong New Yorker Donna Lahav, 57, was 
skeptical about the practicality. 
 
“It’s a good idea, sure,” she said, “but you put up a sign and then what? People already 
ignore signs.” 
 
She may have a point. New Yorkers are not the best at following traffic — both car and foot 
— laws. The past year has seen the introduction of “no cell phone” pedestrian lanes in cities 
like Chongqing, China; Brussels, Belgium and, briefly, Washington, D.C. But the Liverpool 
fast-walking lanes are the first of their kind, leaving only a limited model to draw from to 
subdue Lahav’s concern. 
 
Regardless of potential public interest, no immediate plans to bring fast-walking lanes to 
New York have been publically disclosed by the city’s Department of Transportation, which 
declined to comment for this article. 
 
For now, New Yorkers will just have to deal with the sidewalk headaches they’ve learned to 
disdain all too well. Just look down, put headphones on and set music to deafening. 
 
And to those in need of musical inspiration, look no further than a Ludacris song. He may 
have been rapping about a fight, but his words are perfectly applicable — albeit somewhat 
abrasive—to a New York City walker: Move bitch, get out the way. 
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